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1. Mappings on metric spaces which shrink distances in some manner 
have been of interest for many years. Let (X, p) be a complete metric space, 
andf be a continuous mapping of X into itself. We list below some of these 
distance-diminishing transformations for which various fixed or periodic 
point theorems have been established. 
(1) [Banach]. f is called a strict contraction if there exists A, 0 < h < 1 
such that for all x, y  E X, p( f  (x), f  (y)) < hp(x, y). 
(2) [Boyd and Wong]. f .  IS said to be a nonlinear contraction if there exists 
a continuous function @ on nonnegative reals R+ satisfying D(p) < p for 
p > 0 such that for all x, y  E X, p( f  (x), f  (y)) < @(p(x, y)). 
(3) [Edelstein]. f  is said to be contractive if for all x, y  E X, x # y, 
f(fMf(Y)) <f(%Y)* 
(4) [Freudenthal and Hurewicz]. f  is said to be nonexpansive if for all 
x9 Y E x f(f (4,f (YN G fk Y)* 
(5) [Bailey]. f  is said to be weakly contractive if for every x, y  E X, 
x # y, there is a positive integer n(x, y) E I+, such that 
fuw,fn(YN < f@,Y). 
(6) [Kirk]. f  is said to have diminishing orbital diameters if for each x E X, 
the diameter of the orbit Q(x) = {fV,x), j = 0, 1, 2,...}, say 6(8(x)), satisfies 
the property that 0 < S(Lo(x)) < co implies 
(Note that for any subset A C X, the diameter of A is defined by 
S(A) = sup(p(x, Y) : x, Y E 4). 
(7) [Cacciopoli]. f  is said to be iteratedzy contractive if for each integer R 
there exists constants C, such that p( f  k(z), f  “(y)) < C&x, y) for all X, y  E X 
and Cz=, Ck < co. 
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(8) [Belluce-Kirk]. j is said to have shrinlzing orbits if for each .T E .7i 
with 0 < S(c%(x)) < co, there exists an integer n such that 
G(L”(f”(x))) < 6(0(x)). 
(9, 10) [Edelstein]. f  is said to be c-contractive (+nonexpansiwe) for some 
positive E > 0, if for all x, y  E X, s #- y, p(x, y) < E implies 
P(f@>,f(Y)> < Ph Y) Mf(4,f(YN c P(%Y)h 
(11) [Bailey]. f  is said to be c-weakZy contra&e for some positive E > 0, 
if for all x, y  E X, x # y, p(x, y) < E implies there exists n(x, y) E I+ such that 
f(fn(x)Yf”(Y)) < P(% Y>* 
(12) [Krasnoselskii]. f is said to be asymptotically regular if for each 
x E x, 
;_mm P(f”(X), fn’l(x)) = 0. 
Without any additional assumptions on X or the mapping f, the following 
sequences of implications hold between the various distance diminishing 
properties given above: 
(7) =+ (12) (5) * (11). 
(:, * (i) => (i) => (4) 3 (10). 
(:I * (8) a (9). 
In proving fixed point theorems for these distance diminishing mappings, 
various techniques involving iterates of the mappings were used; often at the 
first sight one approach is disimilar from the others. We observe, however, 
these results, among others, may be stated for any Hausdorff topological 
space on which there exists some suitable lower semicontinuous functions. In 
the present note, we show in several different settings how results concerning 
fixed or periodic points may be derived from judicious choices of continuous 
or lower semicontinuous functions on X. 
Let v  : X-t Ii+ be a lower semicontinuous function on X. We say that v  
is inoariunt under f if v(x) = 0 implies f (x) = x and ‘p is regular with respect to 
f if limn+m dfn(4) exists for each x E X. Moreover, we say that cp is weakly 
contructive on f if for each x E X, p(x) > 0, there exists a positive integer 
n(z) E 1+ such that p’( fn(x)) < v(x). Similarly, 9) is said to be c-weakly con- 
tractive if for every x E X with v(x) < E there exists n(x) EZ+ such that 
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94f”(x>> < Y(X)* Al so, we call v  e-regular with respect to f  if for every x E X 
with v(x) < E the limit lirn+,, v( fn(x)) exists. 
In Sect. 2, X is assumed to be compact, and in Sect. 3, we consider 
“v-regular” mappings on arbitrary topological Hausdorff space. Periodic 
points and local distance diminishing mappings are discussed in Sect. 4. 
In the final section, we consider problems concerning nonexpansive and 
e-nonexpansive mappings on compact metric spaces and in particular isome- 
tries and .+isometries. There we also examine a question related to the con- 
verse problem of the contraction mapping principle on compact metric 
space. 
Finally, we would like to point out that we are mainly concerned with 
results on metric and more general spaces. No attempt has been made to 
discuss related problems in more specialized spaces, in particular Banach 
spaces, in which case sharper results are also available. 
2. Throughout this section, we assume that the topological space X in 
question is compact. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a compact Hausdorfl space and f  a continuous map- 
ping from X into itself. Suppose that there exists a nonnegative lower semi- 
continuous function v  which is invariant under f  and weakly contractive on f, then 
f  has a fixed point in X. 
Proof. Since QI is lower semicontinuous on the compact space X, it must 
attain its minimum at some point z E X, [7, p. 2271. If C&Z) = 0, then a is a 
fixed point of f ,  otherwise there exists n(z) Al+ so that v(fn(z)) < C&Z) 
contradicting that v is minimum at .a. 
COROLLARY 1 [Edelstein, 81. Let X be compact metric and f  be contractive 
on X. Then f  has a jixed point in X. 
COROLLARY 2 [Bailey, 31. Let X be compact metric and f  be weakly 
contractive on X. Then f  has a fixed point in X. 
Proof. Let q(x) = p(x, f  (x)) which is continuous on X and invariant 
under f .  Since f  is weakly contractive on X, C+J isweakly contractive on f .  Hence, 
it follows from the theorem that f  has a fixed point. 
COROLLARY 3 [Kirk, 141. Let X be compact metric and f  be a continuous 
mapping from X into itself which has diminishing orbital diameters. Then f  has a 
fixed point in X. 
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COROLLARY 4 [Belluce and Kirk, 21. Let X be compact metric and .f be 
asymptotically regular. Then f  has a $xed point in X. 
COROLLARY 5 [Belluce and Kirk, 21. Let X be compact metric and f  have 
shrinking orbits. Then f  has a fixed point. 
Proof. Let v(x) = SUP~,~ P(fi(x),Jj(x)) = 8(&(x)), which is clearly inva- 
riant underf. Since for each pair of integers i, j, p( fi(x), f’(x)) is a continuous 
function of x, v(x) is lower semicontinuous [7, p. 851. By hypothesis, there 
exists for each x E X a positive integer n(x) elf such that v(f?l(x)) < y(x). 
Hence the existence of a fixed point off follows from Thm. 1. 
Similarly, we can also introduce the notion that f has diminishing orbital 
radii if Y(X) = supi p(x,fj(x)) > limn-,- r(f”(x)) for each x E X. More 
generally, we say f  has weakly contractive orbital radii if for each s E X there 
exists a positive integer n(x) EI+ so that ~(fn(x)) < y(z). Consider 
F,(X) = sup /4x, f’(x)) 
I 
and apply a similar argument to get: 
COROLLARY 6. Let X be compact metric and f is continuous from X into 
itself which has diminishing orbital radii. Then f has a fixed point in X. 
COROLLARY 7. Let X be compact metric and f  is continuous from X into 
itself which has weakly contractive orbital radii. Then f  has a$xed point. 
We remark that in addition to the simplicity of the present proofs as 
compared to those given earlier, there are two distinct features of this 
approach. First, no explicit manipulation with sequences or subsequences of 
iterates off is required. Next, in contrast to earlier proofs of Corollaries 3-5, 
in which Zorn’s lemma were used, no form of Axiom of Choice is necessary 
here. 
3. In this section, we consider fixed points of continuous mappings on 
arbitrary Hausdorff topological spaces. By strengthening hypothesis on f  and 
the associated function v, we may establish a similar result as Thm. 1 without 
compactness of X, provided that certain sequence of iterates possesses con- 
vergent subsequences; specifically, we have: 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and f  a continuous 
mapping from X into itself. Supp ose that there exists a nonnegative continuous 
function q~ which is invariant under f,  regular with respect to f ,  and weakly 
contractive on f. I f  there exists an element x E X for which the sequence of 
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iterates {f”(x)} possesses a convergent subsequence, with limit in X then f has a 
jxed point in X. 
Proof. Let the convergent subsequence {P(X)} have a limit z E X. Since 
v  is weakly contractive on f, there exists a positive integer N(z) such that 
v(fN(z)) < p)(x). Using the continuity of 9 and the regularity of p with 
respect to f,  we have 
which is possible only if v(z) = 0. In this case, f has a fixed point. 
COROLLARY [Belluce and Kirk, 11. Let X be a complete metric space andf 
be a nonexpansive mapping of X into itself which has diminishing orbital dia- 
meters. Suppose that for some x E X the sequence of its iterates has a convergent 
subsequence. Then f has a fixed point in X. 
COROLLARY 9 [Kirk, 141. Let X be a complete metric space and f be a 
continuous mapping on X which in addition satis$es a t&form Lips&Ix condition 
for all of its iterates, i.e. there exists a constant C such that for each positive 
integer k and for each x, y  E X, p( f  ‘c(x), f  “( y)) < Cp(x, y). Suppose in addition 
that f  has diminishing orbital diameters and that for some x E X, the sequence of 
iterates (fn(x)} has a convergent subsequence, then f  has a fixed point in X. 
Proof. Denote p)(x) = SUP~,~ p( f  i(x), f  j(x)) = 6(8(x)) which we know 
from Corollary 5 that it is lower semicontinuous. To show that v(x) is also 
upper semicontinuous, we need to verify that for each b > 0, 
n tx : df Yx), f  j(x)) < 6 = sb 
iA 
is open. Let x,, E S,, and choose 6 > 0 so that v(xO) + 2CS < b. Thus, for all 
x E X, p(xo , x) < S, we have 
P(f”c4,fW G P(f”@),fic%N + P(fiW,fic%N + P(fY%)~fW> 
G Cf(X, x0) + cp(%) + wx, 9 .x> 
= 2CS + cp(x,,) < b. 
It is also clear that 9 is invariant under f  and also regular with respect to f. 
That f  have diminishing orbital diameter implies that v  is weakly contractive 
on f, and the conclusion follows from Thm. 2. 
409/3712-j 
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COROILAK~ IO [Edelstein, 81. Let 2Y be a complete metric space and f  be 
contractive on X. Suppose that there exists x E X ,zhose sequence of iterates 
{f j(x)) has a convergent subsequence, then f  has a fixed point in .Y. 
COROLLARY il. Let X be a complete metric space and f  be a nonexpansive 
mapping of X into itself. Suppose that f  is also weakly contractive on X and there 
exists x E X such that its sequence of iterates (f j(x)} has a convergent subsequence, 
then f  has a fixed point in X. 
Corollary IO follows from Corollary 11 trivially. To see how Corollary 11 
follows from Thm. 2, one need only to define v(x) = p(x,f(x)) and observe 
that f  nonexpansive implies that g, is regular with respect f.  We also remark 
that Corollary 9 remains valid if the hypothesis that f  has diminishing orbital 
diameters is replaced by the weaker assumption that f  has shrinking orbits. 
Similarly, we may formulate results similar to Corollaries 6 and 7 using the 
notions of diminishing orbital radii and weakly contractive orbital radii 
respectively. Since the procedure is clear, we omit the details. At this point, 
we would also like to mention the following generalization of the Contraction 
Mapping Principle: 
COROLLARY 12 [Boyd and Wong, 51. Let X be a complete metric space and 
f be a nonlinear contraction on X. Then f  has a fixed point in X. 
Let p(x) = p(x, f  (x)) it is easy to see that v  satisfies all the required 
hypothesis in Thm. 2. The existence of some element x E X whose iterates 
{f j(x)> contains convergent subsequence follows from definition of nonlinear 
contraction, but the details are a little complicated; hence, we refer the reader 
to [5]. In this connection, Corollary 12 may also be considered as a conse- 
quence of Corollary 10, so does a similar result given in [17]. 
4. We shall now consider continuous mappings which are contractive 
locally with respect to the postulated function p and obtain analogous of 
results on periodic points in this genera1 setting which includes results con- 
cerning properties (9) and (10). Th ere exists a close relationship between the 
existence of periodic points and locally contractive mappings as reported in 
in Edelstein [8] and Bailey [3]. In this section, we show how results on period 
points may similarly be obtained following the same lines as in the previous 
two sections. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a compact Hausdorflspace andf a continuous mapping 
from X into itself. Suppose that there exists a nonnegative lower semicontinuous 
function v  which is invariant under f  i% for some positive integer and e-weakly 
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contractive on f  for some E > 0. If  there exists z E X such that v(z) < E, then 
f  L has a jxed point in X. 
Proof. Define X, = {x : p)(x) < v( z w rc is nonempty by assumption. )} h’ h . 
Since v  is lower semicontinuous, X, is also closed and hence compact. Let 
x,, E X, be the point at which y  attains its infimum. Since 9) is c-weakly 
contractive on f, we have g’( f  n(ro)xO) < ~(x,,) and hence 9)(x,,) = 0 or x0 is a 
fixed point under f  IC. 
COROLLARY 13 [Bailey, 31. Let X be compact metric and f  is continuous 
which is c-weakly contractive on X. Then f  has at least one periodic point. 
Proof. Using the compactness of X, we can deduce the existence of the 
smallest integer k so that there exists at least one z E X satisfying 
p(x, f  “z) < E. Define v(x) = p(x, f  “x). It is readily verified that all hypothesis 
in Thm. 3 are satisfied hence the existence of periodic point follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a Hausdorff space and f  be a continuous mapping 
from X into itse2f. Suppose that there exists a nonnegative continuous function p 
which is invariant under f  k for some positive integer k, c-regular with respect to f,  
and +weakly contractive on f. If there exists x E X such that its sequence of 
iterates {f $(x)} contains a convergent subsequence with limit x E X satisfying 
y(x) < E, then f  Ic has a fixed point in X. 
Proof. Since v  is E-weakly contractive on f, there exists a positive integer 
N(z) such that v( f  “(z)) < p(z) < e. The proof that v(z) = 0 is identical 
with that given in Thm. 2 and will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 14 [Edelstein, 81. Let X be a complete metric space and f  is 
c-contractive on X. If  there exists x E X such that its sequence of iterates {f i(x)} 
contains a convergent subsequence with limit x E X, then f  has a periodic point 
in X. 
Proof. Let (fni(x)} be the subsequence of { f  i(x)} which has z as its limit. 
Choose N,, so that p(f”i(x), z) < $ E for i > N,, . After ni+l - n, iterations, 
we obtain 
PC% f  n-ni(x)) < p(x, f  %“+*(x)) + p( f  ni+l(x), f  ni+l-n@)) 
< + + p( f  n,(x), z) <: + + 5 = E. 
Denote k = nifl - ni for any i > N,, and define v(x) = p(x, f  “(x)) which is 
clearly invariant under f  k. We have just seen that p)(z) < E. Since f  is E-con- 
tractive it follows that v(f”(x)) is decreasing in n, thus showing that v  
is c-regular with respect tof. It follows from Thm. 4 thatf” has a fixed point 
in S. 
By considering various choices of the function g, and imposing appropriate 
hypothesis on f, one can obtain similar results as Corollaries 13 and 14. W’e 
leave the details to the interested reader. We remark also that local contractive 
conditions together with certain chainable condition on X may also yield 
fixed points instead of periodic points, see e.g., Edelstein [9] and Boyd and 
Wong [5]. These chainable conditions on the metric space X are usually 
satisfied in metric linear spaces, in particular, normed linear spaces. In this 
regard, the results in this section may also be formulated as fixed point 
theorems in these slightly specialized spaces. 
5. This section is devoted to a discussion of miscellaneous questions 
concerning nonexpansive and contractive mappings on compact metric space. 
The following propositions are simple observations from earlier results: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be compact metric space and f  be nonexpansive on X. 
Then f  is an isometry on Y = fizz=,fn(x). 
Proof. Clearly f(Y) = Y and Y is cmpact. Since f  is onto Y, it follows 
from the result of Freudenthal and Hurewicz [12] that f  is an isometry. 
COROLLARY 15 [Edelstein, lo]. Let X be a compact metric space and f  be 
nonexpansive on X. Then for each x E fizz, f  “(X), { fn(x)} forms an isometric 
sequence, i.e., p( f”(x), f  “(x)) = p( f  m+k(x), f”+k(x)) for all R, m, n = 1,2, 3 ,... . 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be compact metric space andf be c-nonexpansive on X. 
Then f  is an c-isometry on Y, i.e. for all x, y  E Y with p(x, y) < E, we have 
P(f(X),f(Y)) = p(x,y). 
Proof. Consider Y = nrZ2=,p(X). Since f  (Y) = Y, and f  is onto I’, hence 
it follows from a result of Edrei [l l] that f  is an c-isometry on Y. 
A similar corollary as Corollary 15 holds for +nonexpansive mappings, in 
this case, every point x E Y generates an c-isometric sequence, in the sense 
that 
P (f”(X), P(x)) = PC f  7n+k(x), f”+“(x)) for all m, n, h = 1, 2 ,... 
whenever 
P( f  “(x), f”(x)) < E. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be compact metric space andf be contractive on X. Then 
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for each A, 0 < h < 1, there exists an equivalent metric p,, with respect to which f 
is a contraction, namely satisfying (1). 
We note that a contractive mapping f on a compact metric space is not 
necessarily a contraction. Take for example X = [0, I] given with the 
Euclidean metric and define f(x) = -& x + $ x2. Clearly f(X) C X, and f  is 
contractive on X, since 
On the other hand, 
If(x) -f(Y)1 1 ---=. 
$2x Ix--Y1 
(Take any two sequence of numbers {xn}, {yn> with x, > yn for all n and 
x, -+ 1, yn -+ 1 as n + cc.) In view of this example, Thm. 5 becomes an 
interesting observation. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Since f is contractive on X, it follows from Prop. 1 
that nz=rp(X) = {w} a singleton set. Now, a result of Janos [13] implies 
that for each A E (0, l), there exists an equivalent metric pn relative to whichf 
is a contraction, namely pA( f  (x),f(y)) < hpA(x, y) for all x, y  E X. 
We remark that the conclusion n~=if”(X) = {w} is stronger than the 
convergence of successive approximations, i.e. p( fj(x), x0) + 0 as j + 03 for 
all x E X. Consider the example given in [16]: X = (z : x = eiB> with the 
ordinary Euclidean metric and f  (z) = 4 x. Clearly X is compact andf^(x) + 0 
as n + co for all z E X, but nz==,f”(X) = X. Note also that f  is not con- 
tractive there. 
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